Chapter 76: Chromosomal Disorders

Down syndrome (trisomy 21)
29. Hook EB, Warburton D. Turner syndrome revisited: review of new data supports the hypothesis that all viable 45,X cases are cryptic mosaics with a rescue cell line, implying an origin by mitotic loss. Hum Genet 2014;133:417–21.

Trisomy 13

Other autosomal abnormality syndromes

Turner syndrome
4. Hook EB, Warburton D. Turner syndrome revisited: review of new data supports the hypothesis that all viable 45,X cases are cryptic mosaics with a rescue cell line, implying an origin by mitotic loss. *Hum Genet* 2014;133:417–24.

**Klinefelter syndrome**


**Other abnormalities of the sex chromosomes**